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Morning has broken like the first morning

Morning has broken like the first morning
Blackbird has spoken like the first bird

Praise for the singing, praise for the morning
Praise for them springing fresh from the world.

Sweet the rains new fall, sunlit from Heaven
Like the first dewfall on the first grass

Praise for the sweetness of the wet garden
Sprung in completeness where His feet pass.

Mine is the sunlight, mine is the morning
Born of the one light, Eden saw play

Praise with elation, praise every morning
God's recreation of the new day.

I heard this old favourite sung recently – after
long months of the pandemic and lockdowns,
it felt as if I was listening to it for the first time
in years! Perhaps it had something to do with
the timing, too. Outside the sun was shining
brightly and the birds in my garden were
joining in loudly with the blackbird in the
hymn. The context of the Easter season made
the impact of the well-known words even
stronger. New life, freshness and light are what
we crave for when the going is tough. We long
to sing a “new song” as the psalms, themselves
full of singing and song, put it.

mailto:kingalfredhall@gmail.com
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Recent months with all their challenges have forced us to
value so much we once took for granted – the natural
world and our human relationships with family and
friends, perhaps most of all. And in times of suffering,
we understand better what it might mean to have a God,
who, in Jesus on his cross, is with us in our pain. So
maybe, the self-giving of so many of our contemporaries
and our own longing for a more compassionate world,
will help us find words for that song of new Risen life.

Blessings, Eryl Spencer
(Rod is on a well-deserved break after Easter)

The sunlight catching the incense and looking like a dove or angel –
taken in May 2018
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ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING

Our Annual Parochial Church Meeting will be held at 
11.30am after church on Sunday 23rd May.

Nomination forms for Wardens and Church Council available soon. 

Parish Electoral Roll
If you are not on our Church Electoral Roll and would like to be, 

please see Ros (Tel 812190).  Copy of the 2019 Electoral Roll (if you 
wish to check your name is on it) and Application forms for 

Enrolment on the Church Electoral Roll are available at the back of 
church.   (It is NOT necessary to complete another Application 
Form if your name is already on the Electoral Roll as this is a 

Revision year)

Christian Aid Week: 10th-16th May, 2021

The annual campaign of house-to house fundraising is not
feasible under present Covid restrictions, so at St. Andrew’s
we shall hold collections in church on Sundays 9th and 16th

May, with official envelopes provided for cash or cheque
gifts, plus details of how to donate online on the weekly
notice sheets.

We also plan to arrange a film evening later in the summer,
when normal events can take place. Christian Aid’s current
promotional theme is assisting vulnerable communities
worldwide, whose livelihood and daily life is already
threatened by effects of climate change on their environment,
regardless of race, culture or religion.

We hope that the parish will continue our long tradition of
generous support again this year.
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The darker the night is, the more brightly shines the candle

Barry Hayward

Editor’s note: thank you Barry for this piece – I couldn’t agree more!
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Glorious Easter Flowers

So many lovely comments were made about the flowers in our church on
Easter morning, see pictures, so a bit of history about two of the flowers the
Flower Teams used: Firstly, the Tulip: The Tulip was actually originally a
wild flower growing in Central Asia. It was first cultivated by the Turks as
early as 1000AD. The name 'tulip' came from the Turkish word for turban.
Early in the 18th century, the 'Age of the Tulips' or 'Tulip Era' began. There
were tulip festivals and it was a crime (punishable by exile) to buy or sell
tulips outside the Turkish capital. The flowers were introduced into Western
Europe & the Netherlands in the late 16th century, In the 1590s, Carolus
Clusius became the director of the Hortus Botanicus in Leiden, the oldest
botanical garden of Europe, founded in 1587. He was hired by the University
of Leiden to research medicinal plants. While doing so, his friend in Turkey,
Ogier Ghiselain de Busbecq, the ambassador of Constantinople (present day
Istanbul) sent some tulip bulbs to Clusius for his garden in Leiden. This was
the start of the bulb fields in the Netherlands that can be seen today.

… and this year we used Asiatic Lilies, mainly white and yellow :
In the Middle Ages, ground lily bulbs mixed with honey were used for
medicinal purposes to heal infections, treat snake bites, and to combat
baldness and wrinkles. Throughout history, the lily has been a symbol of
hope, chastity, innocence, the Virgin Mary and motherhood. Asiatic Lilies
can be great pot or garden plants as they require minimum care. These lilies
come in many different colours and colour combinations except blue. The
only downfall to these lilies is their lack of fragrance as compared to other
types of lilies--such as the Oriental Lily. Ros Harford
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A Legacy Policy for St. Andrew’s

It is now just over a year since the parish council approved
a legacy policy. There has been little opportunity to make
this known during lockdown, so I have chosen the St.
Andrew’s Herald to do so. The policy covers two important
aspects:

1. Advising people who wish to include the church in
their wills, and

2. Conducting discussions with executors about any
special desires of the giver.

Anyone wanting to leave money to the church may make
an initial contact with a wide variety of people in the
parish: parish priest, parish office churchwardens etc.
There is a need for a central point where all relevant
information is held, and potential donors can be given
consistent advice. The Legacy Advisor acts as this central
point. The purpose of the Legacy Advisor is not to give
legal advice. He/she will recommend that they approach a
solicitor about drawing up a will. But he/she will explain
how the church would use a legacy and provide the text for
a typical clause in a will or codicil identifying St. Andrew’s
as the recipient.
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One important part of the advice given will be to avoid
being too specific about the use of the legacy. As an
example, I could leave money to the organ fund. But if, as I
hope, I live long enough to see the project completed, then
the PCC has a problem about how to use the money when
the time comes. A better formulation would be “the
furtherance of music in the church”. The PCC can then
make a decision suitable to the needs of church music at
the time.

The policy commits the PCC to using such gifts to make a
difference in the parish and not allowing them to disappear
in the “black hole” of normal day-to-day running costs.
Gifts will be used to help fund significant development
projects, whether building, equipment or other. It can even
go to funding a staff project such as accommodating a
priest-in-training in the parish. The important thing is that
there is an identifiable project to associate with the giver’s
name. The PCC is committed to discussing such projects
with the executors of the will.

I have been appointed as Legacy Advisor under this policy
and can be reached on chris@higman.eu or after most
Sunday services and look forward to discussing the matter
with anybody in confidence.

Chris Higman

mailto:chris@higman.eu
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From St Andrew’s Archives in 1975

Mrs Pam Freeman, now in her 90’s recently gave me a copy of a
St Andrew’s Fellowship Cook Book 1975. Mrs Pat Snow, wife of
our Vicar, Canon Philip Snow, put together the Cook Book with
recipes from the ladies in the Parish: A lot of familiar names
which I, and probably a few others, can still remember – Olive
Tomlins, Edna Acreman, Mrs Candy, Doreen Morse, Eileen
Hodges, Sybil Lovelock, M. Rudman, Marjorie & Winifred
Wheeler, Vera Potter, Frances Lister, Phyllis Honour, Edie
Wisternoff, Edie Phillips, Shirley Coates, Audrey Love, Frances
Cole, Anne Hughes – all contributing some super recipes.

Pat Snow’s forward in the booklet was one about fellowship :

FELLOWSHIP
Take a large parish mixing bowl

Cream together 4 oz of kindness and 4 oz of laughter
Sift 6 ozs of goodwill and a pinch of nonsense.

Fold in lightly.
Add a little gaiety – a dash of surprise and colour with 

warmth.
One drop of Yorkshire directness for piquancy

(Southerners may prefer to leave this out!!)
Line a dish with neighbourliness

Set cooker at correct temperature of sincerity
Cook for ever and a day

Remove from oven gently – this soufflé collapses if 
handed roughly.

Serve with imagination and in generous portions, for this 
is a magic recipe, and if made correctly will improve the 

digestion, stimulate the palate and clear the eye.

Ros Harford
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Peacock Arts Trail – Call for Artists

The popular Peacock Arts Trail will run from 11th -
19th September and organisers are inviting local artists
and craftspeople to take part. The event features
Corsham, Chippenham, Box, Melksham and villages.

Due to COVID19, most promotion will be online, but
Peacock HQ are keeping options open about studios
and workshops opening, if possible.

For information and to register (deadline Sunday 16th

May) please visit www.peacockartstrail.co.uk or email
peacockartstrail@gmail.com.
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Fair Trade Update

During my recent walks around Chippenham, I have been lost in wonder at the
splendour of the blackthorn and other trees in bloom, at the sheer beauty of the
birdsong in my ears and the spring flowers at my feet. Over the Easter weekend
itself I was delighted by both the sunshine on Easter Sunday and the playful
flurries of snow on Easter Monday and yet somehow I wondered whether such
capricious meteorological acts should not have felt rather perplexing. I have
certainly been feeling more than a little concerned at the dryness of the earth
around the river, in our parks and across the fields, everywhere I have been in
fact. What has become of those iconic April showers?

As we’ve travelled (virtually) around the world over the last year, we’ve been
unable to escape the unmistakable signs of a change in our climate: the terrible
forest fires which swept across Australia, the floods which have recently
inundated numerous countries from El Salvador and Brazil to Cambodia,
Indonesia and Angola. Even the most vociferous of doubters and deniers has
surely been unable to ignore the evidence before our very eyes both on our
doorsteps and on our TV screens. So yes, I am concerned about the state of the
land near my home, but how much greater, I wonder, would be my concern if I
was relying on this very land not only for my exercise and leisure activities but
also to cultivate a coffee crop to generate income for my
children’s/grandchildren’s education or indeed to grow maize or rice to provide
one or two meals a day for my family. As are, of course, the farmers in the
global South we have learnt to consider as part of our wider community and
indeed who we are blessed to see as part of our Fairtrade Church family. This
whether we are speaking of established farmers who are able, in good years, to
generate a surplus of crops to trade with Traidcraft plc, or of the kind of
fledgeling farmers whose businesses are not yet viable and who are as yet
relying on advice and support from Traidcraft plc’s partner charity Traidcraft
Exchange.

As Barack Obama is known to have said, “We are the first generation to feel the
effects of climate change and the last generation who can do something about
it.”
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And do something about it, we clearly can. Besides the numerous practical
measures we can adopt locally, the changes we can make to our daily habits
with respect to our shopping habits, diets and travel preferences, we can also
make a conscious choice to stand by those at the forefront of the climate
crisis. The options are many and varied but here are just a select few:

At this time of year when churches across the country are focusing upon the
work of Christian Aid, we can make a donation to go towards their work
supporting vulnerable communities who are increasingly at the mercy of
climate change.

We can contribute to the wonderful work of Well Boring in helping provide
wells - access to safe, clean water - for rural schools (and their communities)
in East Africa.

We can commit to paying a fair price for all our food products and craft items,
safe in the knowledge that producers will receive not only a guaranteed
minimum fair price but also a Fairtrade premium which will help to increase
communities’ climate resilience.

In addition we can, as a Fairtrade Church community, play our part in
Traidcraft Exchange’s current Regenerators’ Appeal to help the most
vulnerable stand strong in the face of climate change. And the good news is
that we have already begun to do that. Each time we place an order with
Traidcraft plc through the St Andrew’s Church account, we are able to include
a donation to Traidcraft Exchange (in lieu of the postage which registered
Fairtraders are not obliged to pay). In addition, I have just sent off our annual
Millennium Pledge to Traidcraft Exchange (10% of our annual purchase total
from Traidcraft plc). This year this has amounted to £340 which has
furthermore been doubled by the UK government. And – stop press - a
generous individual donation has in fact just brought our church community’s
total to a heart-warming £390. It is wonderful to know that the resultant £780
will help vulnerable communities to protect forests, plant fruit trees and
climate resilient crops, and invest in climate-smart technology including solar
panels and new irrigation systems; enabling them to earn a good income,
regenerate their land and fight against climate change.

Debbie Warren
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Letter from Uncle Eustace: On the perils of holding a Rose
Queen celebration

My dear Nephew Darren,
On reflection, inviting your parishioners to join in our annual Rose

Queen celebrations may not have been entirely wise. It was cheering to see
that your people arrived on carnival floats, although it was less happy that some
of them should have chosen to dress up as coronavirus bugs, full of those nasty
spike proteins – that startled some of the timid residents in our community.
Once the procession started, your drivers did not seem to have grasped the fact
that the vehicles were expected to tour the village slowly, for the benefit of
spectators, instead of treating it as a competitive race. I noticed that numbers
on your floats gradually diminished as they were flung off while careering
round corners. Those who had a walk of several miles back home while dressed
as pirates and ballerinas had my sympathy. Our tea ladies, however, were less
sympathetic when one of your hay bales was spun off on a tight corner and
went through our Women’s Guild like a row of skittles.

The local police normally use the afternoon to do a little gentle point
duty while drinking gallons of sweet tea; this year, the number of tickets issued
for speeding, and not social distancing, should boost our constabulary’s figures
for the next 12 months.

I must concede that the group who decided to make a papier mache
swan for one of your floats showed great imagination. It was such a pity that
they did not know a 15-foot-high swan would be driven under a 12-foot bridge.
The drama of its emergence, headless, was only exceeded by the following
float which appeared to have a group of Brownies being savaged by a
demented, bodiless, vulture.

I am sure that some of your people’s offers to help this year’s Princesses
campaign for election for Rose Queen next year were well-meant. However, I
don’t think our parish really wants a full-blown social media campaign for next
year’s Rose Queen, and so we will have to decline your offer.

The crowning of the Rose Queen is always a high point to the afternoon,
but could I point out that the ‘gold’ crown is only metal foil, and the ‘diamond’
sceptre is only a piece of glass? So, whoever it was in your crowd who walked
off with them, please may we have them back before next year?

Your loving uncle, Eustace
(The Rectory, St. James the Least)
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1 Healed (Luke 7:21) (5)
2 Central space in a church 
(4)
3 Co-founder of Spring 
Harvest and General Secretary 
of the Evangelical Alliance 
1983–97, Clive — (6)
4 Moses killed one when he 
saw him beating a Hebrew 
labourer (Exodus 2:12) (8)
5 Bravery (Acts 4:13) (7)
6 It interrupted Paul and Silas 
singing hymns in a Philippian 
jail (Acts 16:26) (10)
9 Transgression (Psalm 36:1) 
(10)
12 Irish province in which 
Dublin is situated (8)
14 Same hit (anag.) (7)
16 ‘The Spirit of God was 
hovering over the — ’ 
(Genesis 1:2) (6)
19 Author of the immortal 
stories of Winnie the Pooh, 
A.A. — (5)
20 Cab (4)

715Crossword

Answers on page 16

ACROSS

Across
1 Sense of right and wrong (1 
Corinthians 8:7) (10)
7 Coming (John 11:17) (7)
8 ‘All I have is — , and all you have 
is mine’ (John 17:10) (5)
10 Smarten (Acts 9:34) (4)
11 Hold back (Job 9:13) (8)
13 Member of the Society of Friends 
(6)
15 At ague (anag.) (6)
17 Citizen of the Greek capital (8)
18 So be it (Galatians 6:18) (4)
21 Twentieth-century poet and 
dramatist who wrote Murder in the 
Cathedral, T.S. — (5)
22 Empowers (Philippians 3:21) (7)
23 Imposing (1 Samuel 9:2) (10)
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Services at St. Nicholas’ Church, Tytherton Lucas

May 9th        Evensong with communion.                       6.30pm

May 23rd      Holy Communion, traditional language.      6.30pm

Sheila Laurence
sheila.a.laurence@gmail.com, 01249 740687

100 Club Draw

April: £100: 73 £40: 49 £25: 25

Margaret Harrison

From the Registers

No baptisms, weddings or funerals in April 2021
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Who’s Who?
Parish Priest:
Rod Key (01249) 652788
St Andrew’s Vicarage
54a St Mary Street
SN15 3JW
Keychippenham @gmail.com

Lay Ministers
Eryl Spener 651565
Margaret Gubbins 248757

Churchwardens
Jenny Norris 812945
Barry Hayward 653322

Deputy Churchwardens
Margaret Harrison 652148
Maurice Chadwick
Mauricechadwick25 @gmail.com

Church Administrator
Sue Hollands 655947

Organist and Music Director
Paul Fortune 652643
Paulandmyra25 @gmail.com

Magazine Editor
Remy Osman
remyworldpeace (at)hotmail.com

Magazine Distribution
Sue Haslop 323765

Head Server
Michael Sammes 654608

The Church Office
Market Place, SN15 3HT
Tel: (01249) 655947

Sacristan (at St. Andrew’s)
Brian Elliot 463230

Sacristan (at St. Nicholas’)
Elizabeth Sexton 660235

PCC Secretary (St. Andrew’s)
TBC

PCC Secretary (St. Nicholas’)
Sheila Laurence 740687

PCC Treasurer
Chris Norris 812945
chris_norris51 @hotmail.co.uk

Assistant Treasurers
Brian Elliot 463230
Wendy Reeves 650622

Weekly Notice Sheet
Ros Harford 812190

Care Group Co-ordinator
Eryl Spencer 651565

Youth and Children
Eryl Spencer 651565

Gift Aid Officer
Wendy Reeves 650622

Giving Officer
Ros Harford 812190

Electoral Roll Officer
Ros Harford 812190

Parish Safeguarding Officer
Jen Corton
standrews.safeguarding@outlook.com

Health and Safety Officer
TBC

Groups and 
Organisations at 

St. Andrew’s

Robed Choir and Singers
Paul Fortune 652643
Paulandmyra25 @gmail.com

Bell-ringers
Caroline Emerson 658708

Prayer Circle
Eryl Spencer 651565

100 Club
Margaret Harrison 652148

Vineyard Card Sales
Jackie Hannis 443779

Traidcraft
Debbie Warren
Debbie @cdjm.co.uk

Flower Arrangers
Dorryta Hayward 653322

Coffee Shop Co-ordinator
Caroline Emerson 658708

PCC Sub-Committees

Fabric Committee
Paul Wilson 07515357666 

Social Events
Dorryta Hayward 653322

Social Responsibility
Dick Spencer 651565

Organ Rebuild Committee
James Adman
james.adman @gmail.com
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To make arrangements for 
Baptisms, Marriage, Reading of 
Banns etc or to Book the Hall or 
Church or concerts and events, 

please email us at 
st.andrewschurch @zen.co.uk

mailto:standrews.ssafeguarding@outlook.com


When You Pray . . . .

They asked abba Macarius, ‘How should
we pray?’ And the old man replied, ‘There
is no need to speak much in prayer; often
stretch out your hands and say, “Lord, as
you will and as you know, have mercy on
me.” But if there is war in your soul, add,
“Help me!” and, because he knows what
we need, he shows mercy on us.’

19Final Thoughts

The Desert Fathers
(c. third century)

A Final Word

We are delighted to share this photograph of us on our wedding day in 
Singapore on 11th April. Thank you to everybody for their love and well wishes. 

We look forward to having a blessing at St. Andrew’s soon! –Remy & Hera
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Church Services
St. Andrew’s Parish Church, Chippenham with St. Nicolas’ Tytherton Lucas

We currently offer the following services which follow strict social 
distancing regulations to specifically address the needs of people in 

different situations in our congregation:

St Andrew’s Church Chippenham

9am Eucharist
Alternating between traditional and contemporary language,
this is a said service, particularly suited to those who have
been shielding. Please bring your own bread – the wine will
not be shared at present.

10.30am Eucharist
For all those who are less isolated in daily life, families and
all who are happy to sing. Bring your own bread – wine will
be shared in individual cups. Singing will occur in a safe
way according to the latest guidelines and rules.

St Nicholas’ Tytherton Lucas
No services are being held during February due to lockdown

Correct at time of going to print, 24th January 2021, please check 
the website and the latest Government guidelines for any updates.

This issue of the magazine was sponsored by:

Heywood Insurance: 3 Church Street, Melksham, SN12 6LS
info@heywoodinsurance.com, 01225 703531


